TED (www.TED.com) Video Presentation
Summary and Commentary

Name: __________________________
Score: __________________________

5 – Outstanding   4 – Strong   3 – Good   2 – Fair   1 – Poor   0 – Missing

ASSIGNMENT CRITERIA

_____ Presentation was between 3-5 minutes
_____ TED topic was interesting and audience appropriate
_____ Summary was clear and complete
_____ Commentary was clear and well organized with clear transitions
_____ Commentary brought up important issues
_____ Commentary was relevant to the presentation
_____ Commentary showed depth of thinking
_____ Included effective bookends (Introduction/Conclusion)
_____ Handled student questions in an effective manner

DELIVERY

_____ Facial expressions convey ideas
_____ Showed enthusiasm for the topic
_____ Made eye contact with everyone in the audience
_____ Had confident and communicative body language
_____ Deployed appropriate vocabulary

VOCAL TECHNIQUES

_____ Appropriate volume
_____ Not too fast/slow
_____ Clear pronunciation
_____ Energetic
_____ Not too many “ums and ers”
_____ Pronounced word endings

LANGUAGE ISSUES/GOOD MISTAKES

_____ Verb tense errors
_____ Subject/Verb agreement
_____ Confusing word choice
_____ Missing word endings
_____ Word form problems

OTHER COMMENTS